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University Of Texas - Pan American
Forty-fifth year, number sixtee n

SGA keep s
Stud ent Unio n
Refe rend uill
on Age nda

On kidney waiting list ...

Histor y Professor
Dr. Ledesma Dies

Danny Martinez
The Pan American

encouraged me to a Ph.d in History. She was just
a very nice lady.
She earned both her bachelor (1972) and ,master (1977) degrees from Pan American University
and became the first female Hispanic teaching
assistant ever at Pan American University in
1973.

Members of the Student Government Association
(SGA) travelled to the University of Texas at San
Antonio last week to tour a recently constructed student
union. This continues the steps toward another student
referendum that would allow a student union to be constructed on campus.
"The trip was very productive. We saw their new facility and although its not exactly what we have in mind for
a student union of our own, we were impressed by what
a student union could look like," Lee Keys, SGA senator,
said.
Before construction can be planned, however, a student referendum must be held to vote on a $30 per
semester ($ 15 per summer term) student union fee.

See PROFESSOR, P. 6

See UNION, P. 3

Dr. Irene Ledeama

Danny Martinez
The Pan American

Dr. Irene Ledesma, assistant professor of history and philosophy, died Sunday. She had been on
the waiting list for a kidney transplant for two
years and undergoing kidney dialysis during that
time. She would have been 47 Feb. 14.
"She was a great role model for me. She

-

Par king Shu ffle Cau ses
P rob le ms for Fac ulty
a n d Stud ents
Oscar Gonzalez
News Editor

Students can often be spotted around campus
parking lots and urrounding streets scrambling for
vacant areas to park their vehicles. Insufficient
parking, or the overabundance of student commuters, ha lead to the recent swelling in parking
areas. Thi problem has faculty members fighting
for parking spaces themselves as students resort to
stationing their cars in reserved spots.
Such congestion around the parking areas can be
blamed on the ratio of parking permits to parking
spaces. Roughly 1,700 faculty and staff permits
have been issued, complemented by 800 parking
spaces around campus. Students have been issued

8,400 permits that must find their way into a little
over 3,500 spots.
Traditionally, commuter students, which make up
the majority of UTPA, have had difficulties with
the parking areas available to them. Often students
paid for parking permits but were not guaranteed
parking. Now, some faculty and staff here are realizing that the student nightmare is slowly creeping
up on them. Today, faculty and staff pay $30 for a
reserved spot but they too find themselves circling
Jimmy Garcia/The Pan American
Faculty and students wait for a parking spot. Recent changes
the parking lot.

See PARK, P. 3

lo reserved parking spaces have caused some faculty to feel
·
left out with only 800 spaces for 1,700 faculty.
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Bail In Delaware
Baby-slay Case?
Wll.,MINGTON, Del.-Two teen-ager accu ed of baking and beating to
death their newborn on and dumping hi body in a tra h bin could be freed on
bail.
Prosecutors will be seeking $500,000 bail and a host of other re trictions for
baby-faced sweetheart Amy Grossberg and Brian Peter on at a hearing in
Wilmington, Del.The 18-year-old college tudents from a wealthy New Jersey
uburb have been jailed since their arrests shortly after Gros berg gave birth in a
motel room in Newark, Del. on November 12.
Prosecutors are not opposing bail for the teens because they did not want to
force a hearing where they would have been required to lay out their case to
keep the defendants behind bars.In papers filed last week, the prosecution recommends a bail of half-million dollars each.
They're also asking that Grossberg and Peterson wear monitoring bracelets, be
subject to a curfew, and surrender their passports.Grossberg and Peterson are
charged with first-degree murder and could face the death penalty.
They have pleaded not guilty, and the defense may argue that the baby was
severely ill when it was born and died from those defects or from the teens'
attempts to save its life.
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Overused, Useless and Misused
Phrases Targeted By University
SAULT STE. MARIE, Mich.(CPS)-lf you do "aromatherapy" in your "downtime," then perhaps you should "get a life."
Or get a new vocabulary, suggests a Michigan university. Whatever.
Actually, "whatever" is the most overused phrase of 1996, according to the
Lake Superior State University's 21st annual "List of Words Banished from the
Queen's English for Mi u e, Overuse and General Uselessness." Each year, the
university asks high chool students, teachers and parents to nominate certain
phrase that, arguably, have no place in the English language.
"Whatever what? Whatever I want? Whatever I need? It doesn't make any
sen e," aid Rachel Biven , a high school student from Manton, Mich.
The wordsmith al o frown on "as if," an expression popularized by the movie
"Clueless."
The phra e may be used interchangeably with "Duh," which is just as useless,
the univer ity said.
Also bani hed is the phrase "phone tag," which describes the act of communicating by voicemail or an wering machine.
"It may have been a cool, trendy phrase in the 80s, but it is really annoying
now," aid Mark Terwilliger, a Lake Superior State math professor.
Not only Jang phra e , but terms like "aromatherapy" have gotten under people' skin, too.
"Thi catchy word can be found on the labels of everything from shampoo bottle to air fre hener. If it's truly ' therapy,' perhaps it should come at a higher
price," said Michelle Batterbee Fox, an Ellsworth, Mich., teacher.
Scores of teacher complained that computer terms such as "downtime" have
infiltrated the Queen' Engli h. "It may be all right when applied to computers,
but not human " said Polly Fields, a Lake Superior State English professor.
Also nixed wa "multi-tasking."
'"Doing everal thing at once,' said it all," said Donna Gayon, a Perry, Mich.,
high school teacher.
And what about the old favorite, "get a life?"
"A worn-out phrase which ha somehow escaped the list until now," said Chris
Gailu , a broadca t journalist from Calgary, Alberta.
Another word that has worn out its welcome is "attitude," which mysteriously,
is "often preceded by the preposition 'with,' but no article," said Byron Carey, of
Clark Lake, Mich.
"It i a euphemism for an overbearingly aggressive nature."
Contributors to the list also aid they were way tired of hearing the "bridge"
metaphors used by politicians during the 1996 elections.
'"Bridge to the 21st Century?' It's called a 'calendar.' Are we really so stupid
as to think we won't reach the next century without the help of politicians?"
asked Dan and Nancy Friesen, of Windsor, Ontario.
Last but not least, the university had only one comment for "La Macarena," a
term conjuring up images of the dance craze that swept Yankee Stadium, the
Democratic National Convention, the Olympics and much of the entire nation:
"Ad nauseum."

Life Returns To Normal After Twin Explosion Near Clinic
ATLANTA (AP)-Escorted by federal agents, Christine Stadler was allowed
At least seven people were injured in the second explosion, including federal
back into her law office Saturday for the first time since two explosions rocked
agents, rescue workers and a television cameraman.
the three-story building.
No one claimed responsibility, no arrests were made and no suspects had been
Mrs. Stadler's office is two floors above the Northside Family Planning
named, and authorities remained tight-lipped about details of the investigation.
Services clinic believed to have been the target of Thursday's bombings in subA toll-free number set up by investigators had fielded more than 200 calls as of
Friday.
urban Sandy Springs.
Her husband, Robert Stadler, and their twin infant daughters were in a nursPolice made extra security sweeps at abortion clinics in the Atlanta area on
ery in her office when the first bomb exploded outside at the rear of the strucFriday and said they will continue through this week's anniversary of the
ture. About an hour later, after the Stadlers had left the building, a second bomb Supreme Court's Roe vs. Wade decision that legalized abortion, U.S. Attorney
Kent Alexander said Friday.
exploded near a trash bin in the parking lot.
''When I was in there and I looked at that office where my girls stay, that just
Residents and merchants said the bombing had made them more observant.
shook me up knowing they were just 5 seconds from being in that debris," she
"When I see a strange face I wonder who he is and why he's there," said resident Jerry Lamb, 71.
said.
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fireanns agents escorted her into the
building so she could retrieve a computer and a child's car seat.
- - ·-... . - . . - - -· . --- ....... -... ------ .... --- .. ---------------------- -- ·---- . -----·----... ----------· -.. - -- -- ..... - .... --- ...... - - .
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Lack of faculty parking in the Lot
B area where the CAS, university
snack bar, and the UC building are
located, is blamed on the recent reassignment of designated parking
areas. Student Health /Speech and
Hearing parking space have been
clustered in the fir t row clo est to
Emilia Hall, where eight parking
spaces were formerly reserved for
faculty and staff. This has faculty
and staff members up in arms.
Speech and Hearing spaces were
located around the CAS circle. But

The Pan American • p. 3

those parking paces have been
moved ince the university i considering the closing of the circle to traffic. The univer ity is concerned that
pede trian are at ri k ince traffic
around that area is heavy.
In addition to the univer ity' view
of traffic around the southwest side
of campus, Texas law mandates that
pecialized parking areas, such as
handicap parking, be specifically
located. Thus, leading to the recent
reassignment of such parking spaces.
Ao unsuspecting motorist ls cited for parking ln a faculty parking space.

UNION, From P. 1 - - - - The university will not collect the fees
until the Student Union is built.
Students shot down the last proposal
in 1994 to build a student union in a
referendum vote. A student union fee
was defeated by 14 votes, 227 for and
241 against, that would have allowed
for a new fee.
Students will play a major role in the
in the design of the building as they
will be a large portion of the design

team that will work with the architect
throughout the design and construction
process.
Upon passage of a student referendum, a Student Union Advisory
Committee will be formed consisting
of students and faculty alike. A primary job of the committee will be to
annually submit a complete budget to
the Student Affairs executive staff
after which changes may be made

I

the desire for more pay phones and
automatic teller machines also rated
high on the survey.
Additional survey are also slated to
help the design-construction team create a student union that will fulfill its
intended purpo e.

through the interce sion and collaboration of the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
Students ranked the need for additional study areas, access to wider variety of food choices and overall socializing space as top priorities to be
included in a tudent union on campus,
according to a survey conducted in the
1996 Spring semester.
Postal and copy services along with

I
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Spon sored by UTPA Finan cial Aid
Wedn esday , Febru ary 5, 1997
10am to 5 pm
Unive rsity Ballro om
Applicat ion Assistan ce for 1997-98.
We make completi ng your appllcatl on F-U-N.
lncomeT ax Form Complet ion Service (VITA). Student Loan Lender Booths,
free food. and much morel
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Tenure Review Vote Jan. 29
David Waltz
Editor

Tenure, designed to protect the academic freedom of faculty, has come under fire
by state legislatures and as a protective measure.Bernard Rapoport, chairman of the
university of texas system board of regents, recommended a measure to require a
periodic evaluation of tenured faculty, which was adopted by the Board Regents last
month and calls for each campus within the system to draft a policy to evaluate
tenured faculty by May 1, 1997.
According to Dr. Gerald Brazier, chair of the faculty senate,the faculty senate hopes
to have an acceptable policy later this month.
"We want to look for something efficient," Brazier said. "We feel this is something
that has to be done."
An acceptable policy does not exist right now; however, the senate reviewed the
current draft yesterday and it will be revised for a Jan. 29 vote.
"We are hopeful that we can come up with an acceptable policy," Brazier said. "We
are concerned about the rights of faculty, but gets rid of those who don ' t do their
job."
In an open letter to faculty, staff and students Rapoport states, "The guidelines
require that institutional policies be developed for comprehensive review of tenured
faculty every five years."
Some faculty have expressed concern over 'term tenure' or 'tenure recertification'
the letter states, however, Rapoport writes - "The new review guidelines provide that
nothing in the guidelines or the institutional evaluation policies shall be interpreted or
applied to establish new term-tenure systems or to require faculty to reestablish their
credentials for tenure."
"Only the Board of Regents has authority to terminate a tenured faculty member for
good cause(after a faculty tribunal, appointed by the president of the university, conducts a due process hearing on specific charges.)" the letter states.
Only M.D. Anderson Cancer Center has term tenure. Faculty are under contract
for seven years to determine if a new contract is awarded. The burden of proof is on
the faculty member in showing why another contract is warranted.

Jimmy Garcia/The Pan Amencan

Students bundle up during the arctic blast that brought temperatures
below normal for two weeks.

.

Based on the true story of 16 year old
Badi, who is transformed from a
young rebel into an inflamed lover of
the prophet Baha'u'llah.

It doesn't take amath major
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to figure out agood deal.
Use your degree to take you p/,aces

After your final , take
and confirm that you' ll be
$500 Cmtomer Cmh
a test drive in a Nissan
a college graduate wi thi n 90
Truck. Because right
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Enjoy the ride.

Tonight Thursday January 23rd
8 pm · UTPA · Media Theatre
Learn the dangerous mission Badi undertakes and why
he willingly dies for a Cause destined to unite all
mankind as "one shephard and one fold."
"... a performance that deeply affects in an emotional and intellectual sense ..."
"...a powerful tale, reverant, historical, timely ... "
~ ... J?Owerful. in its grip ~pon the heartstrings and
m its surprises and uniqueness."

For tickets and information call:
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Baha'i Orga niza tion
Pres ents 'Kin gfish er's
Wing' Tonight
The "Kingfisher's Wing" (The story of
Badi), a full-length play by Bill George, based
upon an historical episode drawn from the turbulent years of the birth of the Baha'i Faith,
will be presented today free of charge at the
Media Center beginning at 8 p.m.
The play tells the story of the young,
rebellious Aqa Buzurg who later becomes Badi
after his conversion to the Baha'i Faith. Badi
subsequently undertakes the mission of delivering a sacred message from the revered
prophet Baha'u' llah to the Persian Monarch,
Nasiri'd-Din Shah.
'The play is about sacrifice," George said.
"It is also about the dreams and hopes of
youth, the perplexities of old age, and the very
present challenge as to how to pass, in the face
of a disintegrating and corrupt society, those
eternal principles that define and unite us from
age to age."
Directed by Augustine Ripa, Chairman of
the Theatre Department at Lehigh University,
the two-person performance features the use of
shadow images, monologues and puppetry

operated by George as well as effect heightening music contributed and performed by Styve
Homnick.
The group completed a run of shows in
Europe where they met with high praise and
are currently beginning a series of performances throughout Texas.
According to Robert Ramirez, Baha' i
Association Adviser on campus, the dramatic
presentation is a rare and generous gift c;onsidering the expense and quality of the production.
The Baha'i Faith is a religious association which emphasizes that there is only one
God and all the major religions of the world
come from this divinity. Also, the teachings
specify that throughout the world there is only
one race, the human race.
Although tickets are available upon
request, seating is limited and Ramirez urges
interested parties to make reservations by calling 381-2326.

1. trA•s•H Special. '83
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10. Super Bowl XII, 78

- Danny Martinez

UTPA & STCC STUDE NTS

GET READY FOR SUPER SATURDAY
ALSO , YOU CAN 'T MISS T H E FAMOU S
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Doctor Accused Of Stealing Embryos Faces Mail Fraud Charges
SANTA ANA, CaJif.(KRT)-Although he is
accused of helping teal human egg and embryos
from women and implant them in other , Dr. Sergio
Stone faces only mail fraud charge when hi trial
begins Tuesday.
The fact that he will not be charged in the con piracy to misu e the egg and embryo of couples de perately trying to have children ha angered many,
especially the women and men who were victim of
the alleged plot. But there is a good reason why
Stone, along with two other doctors face no criminal
charges for uch reproductive theft.
At the time, there was no law again t it.After the
case became public in May 1995, California State
Sen. Tom Hayden introduced legi lation that made it
a crime to steal human eggs. The bill became law
and went into force Jan. I .While more than 80 civil
uit have been brought against Stone and his colleagues, Ricardo A ch and Jo e Balmaceda, Stone is
the fir t of the three to tand trial on criminal
charges.
The other two fled the United States before they

could be arrested. Asch is living and working as a
fertility doctor in Mexico and Balmaceda returned to
hi native Chile.
The indictments charged that Stone, 54, filed false
claims indicating that he had been assisted by other
physician in performing certain fertility-related
treatments when in fact he had worked alone or with
the help of trainees.He wa arrested shortly after the
indictment were un ealed, but he wa relea ed from
jail after friends po ted a $3 million bond.
He has denied all wrongdoing in regard to the mail
fraud charge and the allegation that he helped A ch
and Balmaceda in mi u ing the eggs and embryos.
Even prosecutor and lawyer for those uing the
three doctor concede that Stone i the lea t culpable
of the three.
The Univer ity of California at Irvine accu ed
Stone, A ch and Balmaceda of stealing the egg and
embryos of score of woman and implanting then in
others. ome of the women who received the
implant became pregnant, and between even and
12 children are believed to have been born from the

mi appropriated eggs.
La t August, the univer ity reached a settlement
with two of the plaintiffs. The university regents
agreed to pay $1.1 million in the settlements and
assumed the responsibility for damages that the university originally said belonged to the doctors alone.
At the time, however, the regents said that future settlements might not cover the doctors.
That left the three exposed to future litigation. In
addition to the uit over the misappropriation, there
are at lea t two custody suits by women whose eggs
and embryos were taken. Some of the children in the
custody uit are as old as 5.
So why is he the one being singled out for trail
now?
One an wer i that he is the only one of the three
available to pro ecute. But lawyers close to the case,
who asked not to me named, also suggested that federal prosecutors might be trying to pressure Stone
into cooperating with their continuing inve ligations
of A ch and Balmaceda.

PROFESSOR, From P . 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The first female Hispanic teaching assistant ever at
Pan American when she began in 1973, she received
both her Bachelor and Masters degrees from Pan
American University. Eventually Dr. Irene Ledesma
travelled to Ohio State University where she earned
her Ph.D before ultimately returning to her alma
mater in 1992.
According to lecturer Juanita Garza, all of Dr.

Ledesma' students loved her and respected her. "She
had a positive influence on her students," Garza said.
Dr. Ledesma abilities did not go unnoticed. She
was included in the 1996 edition of Who s Who
13 America's Teachers. Her selection to the prestigious volume came after being recommended by
former students who are listed in either Who s Who
Among American High School Students or The

National Deans List.
In addition to her love for teaching, Dr. Ledesma
completed and furthered research within her field of
study. Her article, "Interviewing Chicano Workers,"
which appeared in the Western Historical Journal in
1995, earned her an award from the Western Women
Historical Association for best article.

A K'S SPORTS PUB
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Waiting List For Packers Sea son Tickets Nears 30,000 Nam es

Unborn children wait in line as well

unique arrangement by 1,915 shareholders, none
godfather gave him when he was 2.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) - In NFL lore, "The
with majority control.
The godfather, Rob Coleman, 37, of Green Bay,
Drive" is the thrilling comeback John Elway engiTen years ago, in the middle of losing seasons, the
got on the list when he wa in high chool in 1975.
neered to lead Denver to a dramatic playoff victory
general waiting list for eason tickets had 8,000
He's up to No. 1,640.
over Cleveland in 1986.
name , Edwin aid. Two year ago, it swelled to
"I figure my first Social Security check will be
Pittsburgh ha its "Immaculate Reception," Franco
18,000 and at la t count had kyrocketed 29,685 _
made out to the Packer , hopefully," Coleman aid.
Harris' miraculous touchdown off of a deflected
not including the stack of letters waiting to be
At the current rate, if no other name were added,
pa s in the 1972 playoffs against Oakland.
proce ed.
it would take 6,000 year to empty the Ii t.
In Green Bay, folks call it simply "The List" - a
"We do get a lot of letter from grandparent who
seatmg
more
add
There are no immediate plan to
ranking of nearly 30,000 rabid Packer fans, some
' I want to have my grandchildren on the list,"'
ay,
tadium
at 60,790-seat capacity Lambeau Field, a
of them babies, some yet to be born, wanting to buy
aid. "It' getting to be a pre tigious thing to
Edwin
erected in 1957. The Packer predict it will be the
season tickets.
are on thi long waiting Ii t."
they
say
Just the five top names got tickets last year as only team's home for another 50 years.
Peter Zeller, 33, of De Pere, a suburb of Green
There's also a waiting list of 900 name for ea on
16 became available in this football-crazed city.
Bay, got season tickets in 1994 thanks to the foretickets for the field's 1,920 indoor club seat . "The
Packers ticket administrators guarantee some peosight of his grandmother who got on the list in 1967,
last two years, we have not removed any names,"
ple languishing at the bottom of the list can't possian era called the Packers glory year , he said.
Edwin said.
bly live long enough to get tickets.
But the day she got the tickets was bittersweet.
So few season tickets become available each seaStill, the list, already containing people who have
"When she got the notice that he finally got the
son because the Packers are big winner these days
been on it 30 years, grows daily.
tickets, he was too old. She was 90," Zeller said of
_ the team (15-3) plays New England in the Super
Kathy Kohlbeck's letter adding her 8-month-old
hi late grandmother Clara Zeller. "She just transBowl in New Orleans Jan. 26. It is the Packer fir t
son, Luke, arrived at Packers' ticket offices Friday,
ferred the two tickets over to my name."
trip to the world champion hip game since 1968.
joining a stack of about 600 others in recent days.
And now the family has started over.
Also, the team, founded in 19 I9, allows families
"We are hoping by the time he is 30, if he isn't
Zeller said he put his I-year-old daughter Abigail
one generation to the
playing for the Packers, he will at least be able to go to hand down the tickets from
on the Ii t last May at No. 23,795.
next, making them family treasure worthy of being
to Lambeau Field and experience the excitement
He ha hopes things will happen to move her up
put in wills. There were 300 such transfer la t year.
firsthand," the 28-year-old Sheboygan mother said
the Ii t before old age set in.
Some families can trace their season tickets back
in a telephone interview.
in
fan
loyalty
to 1935 _ a testament to the extreme
For 5-year-old Michael Adriansen of Green Bay,
this city of 100,000 give to the team, owned under a
his
ent
pre
a
his name is No. 11 ,458-tha nks to

EL BOSQUE APARTMENTS
1609 West Schunior • Edinburg
Quality Living In A Lush, Tropical Setting At

SUPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE RATES!

You want a job that offers variety. You
don't want to be tied to a desk. That's why
,rs time you considered a challene,na
career with one of the fastest growing law
enforcement teams In the country.
The U.S. Border Patrol Is the mobile
uniformed enforcement arm of the U S.
Department of Justice, Immigration and
Naturalization Service IINSI It detects
and prevents the smuggling and unlawful
entry of undocumented aliens Into the US
The Border Patrol also acts as the primary
drug interdicting agency along all U S.
land borders
U.S. Border Patrol Agents enjoy one of the
highest reputations among law enforcement agencies throughout the country
They are known for their intense loyalty.
fine esprit de corps and unmatched
professionalism .

APPLICANTS MUST MEET
ALL OF THE FOLLOWING
QUALIFICATIONS:
Be a US. citizen
Pass a background investigation
Pass a drug test and a medical exam
Hold a valid driver's license
Not have reached your 37th birthday by
the time you're hired
• Have I year of experience
demonstrating decisiveness under
stressful situations. analytical
ability and ability to work well with
people or
• A Bachelor's Degree (any ma1orl or
• A combination of experience and/or
college education I I year of college
equals 3 months of experience!

•
•
•
•
•

AlfSWI.WIW !WWWll.r.w l.MUI

EASY TO APPLY
The Border Patrol's 24-hour telephone
application service makes it easy to apply
Simply call 19121 757-3001, Ext. 153
between January 7 and lanuary 28, 1997
any time. day or night, to llnd out how
l'asy It Is to apply. All qualified applicants
will be scheduled for a written test and an
oral interview. Selected candldatl'S must
successfully complete a rlaorous 19-week
basic training program, which includl'S
intensive Spanish language training
Depending on qualification s. startin&
salary rangl'S from mid-S20K to mld-S30K
with excellent opportunltll' s for overtlml'
Annual uniform allowancl' also provided
All vacancies are alone the Southwest

border.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedroom Floor Plans
Two Swimmi ng Pools
Large Cabana Area with Bar-8-0ue Grills
Caring On-Site Manage ment
Walking Distance to Pan Am University
24 Hour Mainten ance Service
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There isn't a Parking Proble m?
Time and time again students raise their voices and
articles and editorials appear in The Pan American
about the parking situation on campus. It has happened
again; however, students aren't the only ones complaining this time - UTPA faculty have finally felt the
brunt of inadequate parking spaces students have felt
for many years.
In April 1995, a campus transit study was completed
by an independent organization. The evaluators of the
study concluded that their wasn't a parking problem
then, even though students were complaining about the
parking situation.
Well, is there a parking problem?
Currently, I, 700 faculty and staff permits are issued
with only 800 parking spaces and 8,400 student permits are issued with a little over 3,500 existing spaces,
so isn' t it expected?
With only 47% of faculty and 41 % of students
served, one wonders why people are complaining and
why there is this perceived notion of a parking problem.
In the past, students complaints have fallen on deaf
ears or closed eyes. Many have said, as the evaluator
did in 1995, "There are sufficient parking spaces for
the number of students using them. They (students and
faculty) just think there is a problem because they can't
park close to the building they want to go to, even
though there are plenty of spaces toward the back of
campus."
Well both faculty and students who fight the morning
traffic know that spaces fill up quickly, even the ones
in the back of campus. Schunior Road is lined with
cars, and the makeshift dirt parking lots that exist
beside the apartment buildings are overflowing.
If there isn't a parking problem on campus maybe all
of us should get our eyes checked or trade in our monster trucks for smaller cars.
And for some reason, everyone seems to know the
secret of old, leaving home early doesn't seem to work
anymore since everyone on campus seems to do it, too.
Expression, Juslice, Educalion,
& holarship

,rs MINE!!!
Q

PARKING

sr~cr
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Will Anoth er Four Years Make Clinton a Great Presi dent
Donald M. Rothberg
Associated Press
WASHINGTO N (AP) - Advice for President
Clinton as he begins the four years likely to determine his place in history: Think globally, learn from
the two Roosevelts and be thankful your victory was
far short of a landslide.
For Clinton, the phrase "four more years" takes on
new meaning, something more like "your last four
years to make your mark."
Does finding a niche in history intrude on
Clinton's thoughts?
"Actually, I read a book not very long ago ... on
second-term presidencies," he told a news conference 10 days after his re-election. The news was not
particularly encouraging. Any book about second
terms is largely a study of failure.
"I'm very mindful of history's difficulties and I'm
going to try and beat them," Clinton said.
"Everywhere you look, second terms have not
been kind to people in American history," said Louis
Gould, a historian at the University of Texas. "It
makes you wonder why people run for second
terms."
Historians generally rank Franklin D. Roosevelt
with George Washington and Abraham Lincoln as
the greatest of presidents. But Roosevelt endured
what historian Robert Dalleck called "a pretty stumbling second term." His plan to restructure the
Supreme Court collapsed under furious public opposition and unemployment rose again.
But unlike any other president, Roosevelt was reelected to third and fourth terms. The onset of World
War II gave him the chance to assert the leadership

that assured his rank among the greatest of pre idents.
His second term might also have reflected the
curse of landslides.
Roosevelt's troubles began shortly after he was reelected in 1936 in one of the great landslide in
political history. He carried every state but Maine
and Vermont.
Two years after the biggest popular vote margin in
history, Lyndon Johnson saw his standing plunge as
Vietnam War casualties rose. Richard Nixon suffered
the biggest fall after a landslide re-election when the
Watergate scandal forced him to become the only
president to resign.
"Clinton may be better served by the fact that he
got only 49 percent of the vote," Dalleck said. "He
has to be very attentive to the political constraints on
him. That's not a bad thing." At the midpoint of the
eight years allowed him in the White Hou e, Clinton
cannot yet claim a crowning achievement that would
assure him a ranking among the near-greats, presidents like Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson,
Woodrow Wilson and Harry Truman.
How do presidents achieve greatness?
Wars are a big help - the Civil War in Lincoln's
case, World War I for Wilson and the Second World
War for Franklin Roosevelt.
Clinton's awareness of the role of war in presidential standing is attested to by former political
adviser Dick Morris in his book, "Behind the Oval
Office."
According to Morris, whose relationship with a
prostitute forced him to resign his po t, he offered
Clinton his views on presidential greatness in a tele-

phone conversation one Sunday morning la t August.
"In the first tier are presidents who did great things
but al o did them in great times," Morris said he told
Clinton. "I don't think you can get onto the first tier
unless you have the right backdrop."
He quoted Clinton as responding, "You mean a
war or something like that?"
Later in the conver ation, Morris said Clinton
asked him, "Where do I fit in?"
"Right now, to be honest," the consultant replied,
"I think you are borderline third tier."
Dalleck, a professor of history at Boston
University and a biographer of Lyndon Johnson, said
the pattern among pre idents who succeed during
their second terms is to focus on foreign affairs.
"On the domestic side, I don't think historians are
going to look back and see Clinton as heroic because
the budget is corning into balance," he said.
Clinton has said he would like to be compared to
Theodore Roosevelt, who compiled an enviable
record on both domestic and foreign affairs. He
pu bed for antitrust legislation and laws protecting
the environment. The Pure Food and Drug Act also
was enacted during hi second term. Roosevelt's
mediation led to a treaty ending a war between
Russia and Japan, and won him a Nobel Peace Prize.
Gould of the University of Texas uggested
Dwight Eisenhower a another role model.
"If Clinton can be in the league with Eisenhowereight years of peace, no international involvements
that go our, leaves the country as good or better
than he found it and the economy roars on for eight
years -in the normal course of things, that ought to
get you a pretty good place in American history."

Live at UTPA
In remembrance of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Ms. Yolanda I<ing
"A Dream Deferred "

February 6, 1997
Universiry Center Ballroom
lp.m.
Reception to Follow

········· ········· ·········••·- ---·········
- ---···· ·········Tickets
on sale January 20, l 997!
Seatinf is limited/I
UTPA students free with valid ID; all student must have ticket in advance.
UTPA faculty/staff or senior citizens with valid ID, $3.00
General public or at the door, $5.00
Tickets available at the University Center, room 305 or call (210) 381-3676.
Advanud ticket sales nguirul for discount!

········· ········- -·········
- - - ~······· ·········
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If you meet our requirements, we want you!

Recent Police Ac ademy graduate Officer Moses Covarrubias and veteran Officer Dennis Keating at the Sacred Heart Community Policing Center.

WE WANT YOU FOR AN EXCITING AND REWARDING CAREER
IN LAW ENFORCEMENT WITH THE MCALLEN POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Assignments After Two Years of Service Include:
Project D.A.R.E, Canine Patrol, Auto Theft, Bike Patrol Crime Scene Investigation,
Emergency Service Unit, Drug Task Force, Media Production and Crlmlnal Investigation Division.
Excellent salary, incentives and benefits after first year probation period include:
Assignment Pay
Retirement
Education Incentive Pay
Overtime Benefits,
Tuition Reimbursement,
Hospitalization and Life Insurance
Vacation, Holiday and Sick Leave

CIVIL SERVICE EXAM MARCH 1, 1997
at the McAllen Tourist Center 1300 South 10th St.
A I Now. A lication Deadline Feb. 14th!
For further information and application contact:
McAllen Civil Service Director
McAllen City Hall • 2nd Floor
Tel. (210) 972-7130
or Sergeant Suarez at the McAllen Police Departme nt
Tel. (210) 972 • 7361
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Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 11 O lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that

Expected Result

you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I. D. Up to $100 In just two weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's llke
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

-•

ORTH O PAED IC
INST ITUT E
Specializing in Sports Medicine

Arthrosc opic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulde r and knee.
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY ANO EVENING HOURS.

Tel. 210.686.2669

TU ES DA YS

/fWB K INTERNIICIONl/l
-, 00% Danc e Music Frorn Mexic o
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McAllen Resident Tommy Joe Crutcher Talks of the :C
Oscar Gonzalez
News Editor

.

Tommy Joe Crutcher leaned back on his leather recliner, hi houlders almost
exceeding the width of the chair itself. Hanging on his wall are picture of longhorn
cattle, an old high school football team photo, and a napshot of silos. Crutcher, a
oft-spoken individual, swivels his chair back and forth. His biceps look bigger
than the computer sitting on his desk. Crutcher, who probably stands at about 6-3,
still looks like the fine tuned machine that once roamed the Frozen Tundra.
Although not the 240 pound linebacker he once was, Crutcher still looks the part.
Crutcher i a Texas native who played on the famed Green Bay team that won a
world title and two Super Bowls.
Growing up north of Dalla , Crutcher played for the McKinney High School
Lions. From McKinney he went on to the next level in Texa Chri tian University.
It was there that Crutcher proved to good enough to get drafted. Two teams vied for
hi ignature, but it was the Packers ,ho bid the highest for Crutcher's athleticism.

EW ORLEANS (AP) · 1 ke Holmgren pep talk to the Green Bay
Packers as they flew south o Super Bowl week wa11 simple: Have fun
• ta} focused and then put
e finishes touches on one bee\ of a season.
The Packers coach, who n two titles as an assistant in San FrancL1co
before taking over in Green ay five years ago, stressed tbat the dub'
first journey to the Super
I since 1968 wasn't all about busbiess.
"We talked a Jot about it. I have some experience. We only have a COU•
pie of players, Don Beebe
Jim McMahon, who have been in uper
Bowls," Holmgren said.
"We ha e a pretty matu team, I think, and good leadership on die
team, and they want to fini h what they started. And so I'm not gong 18
be a policeman down here.
ant them to enjoy the experience. I want
their fan ires to enjoy the
erience. And then I ant them to do it I."
H m rcn said he as •
to de y W
· due
!

Crutcher agreed to play for Vince Lombardi and the Green Bay
Packers for $15,000.
Crutcher had a dual role at TCU, alternating at fullback and linebacker. But at Green Bay he was lining in the backfield more than on
defense. That was hi first year with the Packers. His second year
proved to be a different than his rookie season.
"The second year, they figured out how slow I was," Crutcher said.
"So I moved to linebacker."
Crutcher went to the Pack in 1964 and remained there until '67,
Lombardi's last season in Titletown. The next two year Crutcher
spent with the Giants and then with the Rams. But Crutcher returned
to the Packers after a two year vacation. After his return, he found
that the Packers were headed by a new skipper, Dan Devine.
"'Jingle bells was there'," Crutcher said of new coach. The players
had given the name to Devine after Gene Autry's sidekick, Andy
Devine, a paunchy, comical character.
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>ays with Lam bord i and Winn ing Supe rBow ls I and II

He was the fourth linebacker in the rotation.
"We only had four," Crutcher said. "Of course, on Lombardi's team
nobody got hurt," he said of the legendary coach's discipline. "He
made that pretty clear."
During the infamous Ice Bowl against the Dallas Cowboys, Crutcher
said it was so cold that players resorted to andwiching plastic bags in
between their socks to keep them from getting wet and frostbitten.
"My toes, they bothered me for a week or so, but some of the boy '
toes bothered t'1em for months."
Being on the kickoff team, Crutcher went on after the Bart Starr
touchdown. After the play, he got a little surprise.
"I came out the field and someone said, 'You're nose is frostbitten get
by the fire!"' Crutcher said when he neared the heater someone el e
a...---- - advised, "Don't get by the fire you're nose will fall off."
How did it feel to win a super bowl?
Joe Crutcber
"I didn't know it until I saw it on t.v. They didn't call it Super Bowl when we

played them."
The Super Bowls weren't being called such until the Kansa City Chiefs played in
the fourth one. The first three Super Bowls were named after the fact. Previous
champion hips were referred to as AFL-NFL championship .
Today, after a 30-year drought, the Green Bay Packers are back. Crutcher said
that thi year's Pack and the Lombardi squad are unrelated. He said that in those
days, team had no clue a to the other team's plays, players or coaches other than
the newspapers.
How would the old packer team stand up to Brett Favre, Reggie White and Mike
Holmgren?
"Get the hell beat out of u , probably," Crutcher aid.
Crutcher used his Super Bowl winnings to open up Southwest Grain Company.
There is no doubt that Tommy Joe Crutcher will be watching the Packers on
Sunday.
His prediction for the Super Bowl? The Packers by 16.
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Do You Have Recurrent
Genital Herpes?
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A RESEARCH STUDY WITH
A APPROVED MEDICATIO . THI TUDY I BEING
CO DUCTED ATIONWIDE BY A LEADI G
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY.
• YOU MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
• HAVE AN AVERAGE OF 4 OUTBREAK IN A YEAR
OR 2 OUTBREAKS IN 6 MO THS
Qualifying participants will recieve the following:
• Up to $175 Compensation
• Free Physical Exams
• Free Blood Work
• Free Study Medication for Recurrent Genital
Herpes
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THIS HEALTH
OPPROTUNITY PLEASE CALL (210) 618-4257
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TOPPED WITH PEPPERONI
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New player every week!

POS111SlVAUIII
WHU SUPPi.iS

RIO GRANDE VALLEY CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
GUMARO GARZA, M.D.
BOARD CERTIFIED INTERNIST
5112 N. 10th Street, McAllen, Texas 78504
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It Pays
Repro uctive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE WEST • HARLINGEN

To Advertise

In association with Adoption Affiliates
Provi ing c oices in Repro uctive Healt Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Education Programs • Adoptive Services

In The

FOR MORE INFORMATION CAIL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: l-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800010.1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health

UTPA Campus Newspaper

The Pan American

M isc.
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Crossword Madness
ACROSS
1 Soapstone
5 Cast a balot
9 Spigot
12 Asian attendant
13 Of a grain
14 Single: pref.

15 Memory alone
16 SlghUess
Ins andExpensive
Off the right path
A joint
23 Opposer
24 Athenians
27 Rope-pulling
contest
31 Bellows
32 "The Taming ol
the-•
33 --de-France
34 Ova
35 Use clippers
36 Smile
37 Long fish
38 Unseen pamctes
39 River in England
40 · - Island"
42 Sunglasses

17
18
20
22

1=-+--+--

43 Yam fuzz
44 On the summit
of
45 Seoul native
48 Stinging
creature
52 Perpetually
53 Potato state
55 Crippled
56 Hit again and
again
57 New
58 Minced oath
59 Endeavor
60 Letters
61 Puts on

DOWN
1 Field cover, for
2
3
4
5

short
love god
Tardy
Board game
Worth

6Comella Skinner
7 Time of dey

8 Imperil

S N

9 - de force
10 Wall pier
11 Nosegay
13 Music makers
14 Theme
19 Readies the
presses
21 Put away
23 Atmospheres

24 Hall
25 Pilot's "OK"
26 Bird of prey
27 Composition
topic
28 Sent a telegram
29 Skirt shape
30 Lets
32 Brief
35 Absolutely
beauUful
36 Wrestled
38 Vast region
39 Norse god
41 Wide-awake
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42 Bar seat
44 Hurts
45 Retained

46 More than
47 Depend
48 Except

II .1
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49 VIRaln In
Shakespeare
50 Muscat and 51 Roremand
Beatty
54 Deer

CASf
1201 W. Univelslty Dr. Edinburg, TX 78539
DEADLINE: Noon Friday
(Insert wording in spaces below)

ANYTHING GOES lYPING
Profession
Fast & Affordable
Computerized type
Editing
664-2922
Call Ray

Need help with research
papers? Essays?
Qualified tutor.
B.S.M.A.
630-3492

Income

TaxReb.ms.
$15.-$45.
58&-5832

Pickup and Delivery
on campus.

Nutritional Evaluation

MARY KAY
Complimentary Facial/Ad
Josie Esqueda Ellard
Independent Beauty Consuttant

1901 Point West Drive
Edinburg, Tx 78539
383-3565

by Registered Dietitian.
Learn your. Body Mass Index.

IBW% 1sw .. BEE

Daily Calonc Intake ..
Protein needs.
To receive quest10naire booklet.

call 383-6554/316-4680
or send SASE 10
Nulnt10n Soluuons

1716 Wendy
Edinburg, Tx 78539

Macintosh Classic with
Stylewriter printer.
$4000.B.O.
381-4038.

Misc.
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quetball. Call 381-3501 for schedules.

TOD AY

Bronc basketball
vs. Lamar University, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

TOD AY

through May 8 is
Wellness Recreation activity for faculty and staff. Events include aerobics, swimming, basketball and rac-

6ATLJQ.DAY Bronc basketball vs. Jacksonville University
7:30 p.m., Fieldhouse.

fvlOND AY

Lady Bronc basketball vs. UT San Antonio, 7:30
p.m., Fieldhouse.

TLJb..6DAY Twelfth class
day.

0

Lady Bronc basketball vs.
3
Western Kentucky, 5 p.m.,
Fieldhouse. Bronc basketball v .
ArkansasLittle Rock, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

5

Financial Aid Casino 10 a.m. 5 p.m. in the University Ballroom
will assist in financial aid applications, income tax forms completion.

Visit The Pan American
Web Site
at
http://www.panam.e du/dept/panamerica n/
Each issue of the newspaper will be uploaded
and you will be able to review back issues

1 1 4 - ~e>1......1th
c:>p~r-.

l'V'lc:>..-.c:taoy ThrL.1

IVlcai.-.
SL.1r,c:taoy
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ETS Program providing opportunities
Rita Castro
American

n,, Pan

"What do you want to be when you grow up?" It
is a question that each of us can remember having
been a ked? The an wer alway eem to spark
excitement. As it should, for tudent need to be
planning and preparing for their future. Knowledge,
de ire, and money i what all tudent need in order
to obtain the career they would like. Thi was once
an impos ible dream for American who happened
to be born in low income home . Wor t yet, was
that chools did not prepare them for college.
Fortunately, Title IV of the Higher Education Act
of 1965, has establi hed program to help lowincome American entering college. Congre mandated that two-third of the tudents erved must
come from parents earning under $24,000, four in
the family, with neither parent having graduated
from college.
According to Sonia Del Angel, Director of
Educational Talent Search, "the ETS program at
UTPA is one of the 312 Talent Search TRIO program ." ETS serves over 800 tudent at eleven Rio
Grande Valley high schools and four middle
chool . UTPA has had the Talent Search program
since 1982. "Students began participating in Talent
Search since they were in eighth grade," ays Del
Angel. They receive coun eling, information, and
a i tance on admi ion requirement and financial
aid. The tudent elected are vi ited, once a
month, at their high school campu e .
At UTPA, the Educational Talent Search, Upward
Bound, and Student Support Service are three of

With the aulstance of Sofia Pina, Counselor
Specialist, and Sonia del Angel, ETS Director,
Freshman Claudia Proa completes the required
forms.

the TRIO Programs that help tudents to obtain a
higher education. Congress enacted TRIO programs
for three reason . First, "to create a real opportunity
ociety." Secondly, "to addres invisible
barrier (cultural, academic, clas and social)." And
finally, "to prevent the wa te of human capital."
Ro a Zapata, a former enior coun elor at Mis ion
High School ay ,"The Talent Search coun elor
from UTPA gave students a better under tanding of
how a chedule work in college. They al o
explained the importance of keeping their grade
above a 2.0."
Genaro Cantu Jr., a Junior in Kine iology says,
"Talent Search i the rea on I am here." He wa

cho en to be in Talent Search when he was a sophomore at Valley View high school. "Each month, a
counselor met with our group and discussed different topics such as test taking skills, time management, and they helped me fill out applications for
colleges while I was a Junior. I decided I wanted to
be at UTPA, to be clo e to home," Cantu said.
Claudia Proa, Freshman in International Busine
Admini tration say that he wa elected to be in
Talent Search her Freshman year in high school.
Proa remembers going up to Sophia Pena and asking if he could be included in Talent Search. "I
kept asking her to put me in Talent Search every
time I aw her." It was not until she was a Freshman
in high school that she saw Pena again. "I asked
her if she was going to put me in Talent Search,"
Proa says. She remember Pena telling her that she
wa about to go looking for her. She wanted to tell
her that she wanted to include her in Talent Search.
Proa feels that she was well informed about what
college life would be like in high school. "It is
because of the counselor's preparations that I have
done well." Proa wanted to be close to her family,
and o she decided that she would attend UTPA.
"I'm not scared because I can talk to the counelors here about my clas es," says Proa.
What career hould I choo e? Where do I go if I
need help with cour e ? Difficult deci ions that each
of u ha to make each emester. Educational Talent
Search prepares high chool tudent to make the
tran ition from high chool to college. ETS is one of
the programs at UTPA that i making it possible for
hundred of students to get prepared to succeed in
their career goals.

Some tips on how to manage your credit cards
(CPS) -Ea y credit ha · a double meaning for college tudents: it' ea y to get ... and it'. ea y to
u e. According to the Roper CollegeTrack Financial
Service tudy, 64 percent of college tudent have
a credit card.
Fifty-nine percent of the e tudent have a general credit card, uch a a Vi a, Ma terCard or
American Expre card, in their wallet. But it i the
way that these card are managed that make all the
difference.
Loren Schmerler, pre ident of Bottom Line
Management, offers advice to student on how
to re ponsibly manage credit cards.
First, apply for a low line of credit, and make it a
habit to pay off the monthly balance in
full to avoid interest charges of 18 percent or more.
"Don't get in the habit of just paying
the minimum balance," he warned. "You will start
to live beyond your means."
Al o, never, ever miss a monthly payment. If you
do not have the funds to pay even the
minimum balance, call your creditor and explain
your circumstances. Most creditors will
work with people, such as accepting a smaller payment, if they are honest about their
circumstances, Schmerler said.

A little embarrassment i a lot le s painful than
seven years of bad credit.
"Late payments become a part of your credit profile
for seven years and are always reported
even after you bring your account current," he said.
Students also should read the fine print carefully,
because not all credit cards are the same.
Find out if your card gives you a "grace period" or
charges you interest from the date of the

charge, Schmerler advi e .
Al o, mo t card require payment of an annual fee;
ome have no annual fees but have
other expen ive charge . Weigh all the factors when
choo ing a card, he aid.
More and more banks are offering a debit card,
which acts likes a pla tic checkbook by
ubtracting a charge directly from a bank account.
But ecurity problem ari e with the debit card. A
thief can clean out "whatever you've got
in your account," Schmerler cautioned. 'The debit
card is just a wide-open liability
situation."
Also, it's important for students to understand that
credit card should only be used in an
emergency, rather than as a way to supplement
life tyle, Raffield said.
"Don't use credit cards to purcha e shirts or dresses
becau e they are on sale," he said.
"And never use them to fund a party."
If you're having trouble with making monthly payments, contact the National Foundation
for Consumer credit at l-800-388-2227. They'll
give you some advice on budgeting or
working out your debt problems.
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EVITA:
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The film, the music, the woman ...

Evita has proven to be the most anticipated mu ical of the year and
Madonna's most pivotal acting performance. Evita i an adaptation from the
Broadway production by Sir. Andrew Lloyd Weber, known for uch film as
'The Phantom of the Opera' and 'Jesus Christ Superstar'. Madonna's last stellar
performance in 'A League of their Own' displayed her ability to make the audiences laugh, but in this latest flick she tries to make everyone laugh and cry at
the same time.
Evita tells the story of Eva Duarte's rise to power and fame with the help of
her politically influential husband, Colonel Juan Peron, played by Jonathan
Pryce. Allen Parker's film is based on actual events that transpired during the
1930s-50s in Argentina. Madonna was born to play the part of Eva Peron
becau e in many ways Evita's life parallels Madonna's. A difficult beginning in
the acting world and a sudden jump in the realm of fame and fortune hared by
Madonna and Eva Peron are just a couple of reasons why Madonna's acting
seems so effortless and flawless. Madonna i successful in repre enting the piritual leader of Argentina that Eva Peron was in the l 930's.
The film also exposes Argentina's political power struggle between the glamourous upper-class and the labor movement by the working-clas and the government's repressive attitude towards its citizens and the press.
Madonna's portrayal of Evita is stunningly accurate and realistic both in
appearance and personality due to the film's reproduction and use of furs,
pearls, and dresses from the original epoch.
Antonio Banderas plays the antagonistic conscience of Peron's town, Buenos
Aires, through the character of Che. Banderas' character is present at every one
of Evita's efforts to help Argentina rise to power only to mock and scrutinize
the maternal reasons behind her actions.

With the exception of a few
poken word , Evita i a mu tee mu ical with exceptional
lyric by Tim Rice. Madonna'
pregnancy did not top her from
performing daring tango
equences with Bandera and
Pryce but she did admit that he
cautioned her elf and kept her
daughter, Maria Lourde , in mind
throughout the entire production.
The motion picture al o features 'You Mu t Love Me' ,
' Don' t Cry for Me Argentina,'
and many other ongs included in
the double CD soundtrack. Evita
i a musical masterpiece that
revives the mu ical and theatrical
imagination. It provokes an emotional empathy for the characters that only few films can. At the same time it
provides a musical escape for everyone to enjoy and take part.
Evita received five Golden Globe nominations including best film, actress,
actor, musical, and song. The film won Golden Globe awards for best actress in
song and musical. Evita has also inspired a new line of designer clothing and
Estee Lauder has created a new cosmetics line featuring an Evita Red lipstick to
- Joe Lara
tend to the forthcoming Evita fashion trend.

Be A Part Of The Future!
Join

The University Program Board

Looking for Skills and Experience
in communication, advertising,
public relations and the
entertainment industry?

Look no further than the University Program Board!!
Membership Positions Available,
stop by UC 116/UC 205
or call 381-2266/381-3676.
Your Student Service Fees At Work!
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Hitting the Boards Broncs
with
'\

The weekend
before the Super Bowl is a terrible time for the raving football
junkie. The playoffs are over, the college bowls are fleeting
history, and all the networks are running golf or women
hoops ... when all you need my friend is a football fix!
Not that boggus stuff like the East-We t, North-South,
Senior Bowl, etc ... I want some NFL action! It's enough to
make you want to pawn or pitch your televi ion out the window, or mow the yard and paint the hou e, or even go to the
mall with your girlfriend!
Sad times, strange days indeed for the numerous fans of the
seasonal sport. I am proud of myself though, I did make it and
believe I can hold-out until Sunday but it will be another long
stretch until August and preseason games. What I did instead
of chores, shopping or freaking out on Sunday was I took a
moment to reflect on this season and I came up with seven
definitive statements, suggestions, and outright complaints
about professional football... and course my Super Bowl pick!
1- SHORTEN THE PRESEASON: An extended preseason really annoys the hell out of fans ... Yeah, the NFL
loves it because it adds to their notions of hype and preparation but those games and scrimmages could easily be turned
into part of a teams schedule ... And owner know that you sell
more tickets, more beer, and more parking lot for a 'real'
game.

2 - IMMEDIATELY STOP TEAM RELOCATION:
Nothing ha tom apart the ties between the legacy and future
of the NFL more than the orry trend of relocating team for
profit and advantage. Place that had become football domain
are now uddenly experience the vacancy and rejection of the
very industry they help create. I am talking about Cleveland,
Lo Angeles, and Houston. My Oiler had a decent team, one
of the best road records, but fell flat every time they played at
the Astrodome ... Sure hope they treat my team better in
Nashville because there is a future winner within that squad!
3 - BRING BACK INSTANT REPLAY:
If I had a
or
miss
call,
penalty,
or
judgment
error
dollar for every blown
you would not be reading this ... I would be sending you postcards from Tahiti! Instant replay is needed in a limited form to
ensure not only the quality of the game and its competition,
but to overcome the flaws of the men with the authority of
yellow flags and shiny whistles ... Think of some of the great
call that you saw this year and then call me up to argue.

Teams
In A Rut
With the season at it's peak,
the Bronc basketball teams
make their place around the
bottom of the Sun Belt
Conference standings. Both
squads have struggled throughout the season.
The Broncs, who are traditionally a home crowd team,
were ambu hed in overtime to
let one slip away. The Bronc
lead with moments remaining
in the game when
Southwestern Louisiana tied
the game with a last-minute
shot from the arc.
The Lady Broncs were beaten handily by ASU 100-59.
Much like the Broncs, the
women have a few bright spots
on the team.
Royla Rideaux has been the
leader most of this season. The
Lady Broncs see some outstanding performance from
Bobby Cole, Tammy Wil on
and Michelle Hinton from time to time.
The Broncs can rely on Ivan O tarcevic, the
only Bronc in double figures. Keli'i
Bandmann i a regular help on the court along

with Lalo Rios and Larry Jackson.
Overall, the basketball squads are in a long
slump. It is going to take time in order to
become a contender. But time is running out
this season, and the only way to go is up.

4 - ANYONE USING DRUGS IN THE NFL SHOULD
BE OUT: Michael Irvin, Leon Lett... Enough said!
S - LESS REGIONAL TV COVERAGE:
Say you
live down here but your team happens to be the Kansas City
Chiefs ... Guess what ? Unless they are playing the Cowboys
or the Oilers you will not get to see them. The NFL and the
networks make big buck on their programs and packages .. at
lea t they could offer us some diversity! I mean the reason
mo t of u are at home i becau e the teams and the NFL have
made it too damn expensive to actually attend the event. Who
will be our regional team when the Oiler bail ? The Arizona
Cardinal ?? !! One televi ion for sale, cheap, and bu ted !

See BOARDS, P. 21
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Keli'l Sandmann keeps the ball a safe distance from and Arkansas State opponent. The Broncs lost
to ASU in a heart-breaking overtime duel.
Top: Tammy Wilson drives past a few opponents for the score. The Lady Broncs lost to he ASU at
home. The Lady Broncs are In Western Kentucky today to take on the Lady Hllltoppers.
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NCAA Allows StudentJust a little kiss
Athletes To Hold Jobs
KANSAS CITY(CPS)-Stan Lovell needs
a job.
"I just need some money to buy food, get
my laundry done, maybe get some CDs,"
said the outside linebacker at Kansas State
University.
But until this month, NCAA rules prohibited Lovell from working. Athletes, unlike
the rest of the student body, have not been
allowed to work during the school year
because of concerns of abuses.
"It's hard to get by without that pocket
money," Lovell said. "You just want to have
a little something with you in case something comes up."
Thanks to Bridgit Niland, a cross-country
runner and second-year law student at the
State University of New York at Buffalo,
student-athletes will get to work on a parttime basis. Niland, who heads the StudentAthlete Advisory Committee, led a group of
students into unfriendly waters at the NCAA
Convention Jan. 13 in Nashville.
"I admit it was intimidating," Niland
said."But I knew I was fighting for something that was right. It sounds arrogant but
(working part-time) just makes sense. And I
think it was the argument, more than the
arguer, that won out."
NCAA delegates approved an employment proposal that will allow athletes in
good academic standing to hold part-time
jobs during the academic year. While representatives from Division I schools debated
the proposal, Niland addressed concerns
about scandal and abuse again and again.
"I just knew I had to hammer my me age
to get it through," she said. "It's like you
have to say it over and over again to make it
stick."
Niland pointed out to commissioners that
only a small percentage of athletes go onto
careers in professional sports.
"We are talking about the rest of us who
will go out and look for a job, and employers will say to us, 'Where is your work
experience?"' she said.

Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany helped
sway NCAA members by urging them to
think realistically. "We've got to do what's
right in fact and what's perceived as right,"
Delany said."If we can't get over this hump,
there are about 10 other humps that we're
faced with over the next five years that I'm
not sure we'll get over, either."
Niland says she was able to per uade the
NCAA voter by getting them to focus on
the difficult situations part-time employment
would solve, not the problem it might create.
"You have to con ider the welfare of the
student-athlete," she said. "Look at this legislation on the principle of honesty and
trust, not fear of abuse. Give us the opportunity to work."
Lovell, for one, is looking forward to that
opportunity.
"It will be a big help," said Lovell. "Now
I can think about delivering pizzas and making some money."
Sara Collinsworth, a volleyball player at
the Ohio State, says she isn't looking to
make a lot of money, just enough to make
end meet.
"Just because I'm an athlete shouldn't
mean I have to suffer through college," she
said. "I appreciate the opportunity to play
volleyball, but let's be serious. I should have
the right to make a hundred bucks a week."
Although the part-time rule has been
voted down everal times before, Sam
Smith, chairman of the President
Commission , said the proposal was successful this year because of student involvement. "The NCAA i trying to move toward
a recognition that students play a larger role
than they've had the last several years,"
Smith said.
The new legislation goes into effect Aug.
1. It will allow Division I scholarship athletes to earn the difference between the
value of their scholarship and the full cost
of attending their school, maxing out at
$2,500.

BOARDS, From P. 20 _ _ _ _ _ __
6 - EITHER MOVE THE PRO BOWL OR
SCRAP IT: The Pro Bowl is anti-climactic,
especially after the hoopla of the Super Bowl. The
game should be moved to the dead week before the
Championship game, and held at the site of the
Super Bowl. That way there is still interest in the
players and the game that has been severely missing
since the inception of a star-studded match ... plus it
could be incorporated into the entire festival of the
Super Bowl. For a league so bent on self-hype it is
---~~}?~_!h~t t_hey_so of~~~-~~s op_po~niti~s like

off the glass ...

Rema Martmez./"" Pan Amencan

Rene Salomao tries to lay It up as an Arkansas State defender
attempt.a to block his shot. The Broncs take on Lamar at 7:30
tonight at the UTPA Fieldhouse. The game will be broadcast live
through KSOX Radio, 1240 AM. The Broncs then host JacksonvUle
on Saturday also starting at 7:30.

this in which to tum a buck and smile pretty for the
cameras.
7-GET RID OF THE MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL CREW:
This has to be the most awful example of television coverage and commentary ever witnessed in
modem sports. Yeah, these guys know football, but
they can not shut-up and just let the game roll on ...
Dan, Al, Frank, and Mike need to be ship off to
cover paddleball at the retirement home and get off
my set... Please! Please! Get somebody new... anybody, even nobody would be better than this!
Well, there you are presented with the extent of
my thoughts and football meditation ... Take them

as you like, unless you are somebody within, or are
employed by the NFL. Football is great, professional football is even better but without the proper
respect and maintenance our game will breakdown,
and fall apart.
It is a good thing I am a big hoop fan because I
at least can spend my time screaming at the Knicks,
but my heart will be with all of you who have not
much else to do except pack away your TV set into
the attic until mid-August.
Pray for August and the Patriot ... Still pulling for
the underdog because this year the little pup was the
big spread winner. Patriots over Green Bay 24 -20.
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You've Seen the Outside wait
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1900 W. University Dr. Ste # 4
(Between Peking & Video Plus)

kinko•s

"Our Name Says It Alf•

regular • cajun · mild • spicey

the copy center

: Buy one chicken dinner and get a second one
I FREE during the month of December with this
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

316-120 0

shrimp• chicken • fish • oysters • crabs

Fish & Shrimp
~ 0N
SPECIAL -

FREE STUDENT COPY OF

Y&S Medical
Uniform Center

Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures

I Attention Health Career Students I

by
Mary Baker Eddy

Littman Lightweight Stethoscope.$56 .95
Lab Coats starting at ....................$25.95
Name tags ............................ ............$ 7.95
ServJ!l.K you with.quality at super discqunt prices.
We honor Visa • Mastercard • Discover

Call 686-4241
will mail to you

Christian Science Reading Room
911 N. Main St. McAllen, Texas

Layaways Welcome • Larger Showroom

Open Tuesdays thru Thursdays II a.m.-3 p.m.

~11~Q1111~-0

210 E. Cano
Edinburg

CENT URY
1~S' CELLU NET®
~♦..

Wireless Mobile Communications

10 % Discount off reg. priced items w/coupon

PART TIME
OPPORTUNITY
EARN UP TO

Tortas ... $3.49 !
:Breakfast Tacos ... ¢75
Papas Asadas ... $2.25:I
:Botana x2 ... $9.99
I
I

I
I

I

I

I

1226 W. University Dr. • Edinburg (next to Dairy Queen)

Dine in & Orders to go! • 383-8295

Best
:M:edic al

For all your medical needs ...

0i'l
W

114 S. Broadway
McAllen, Texas 78501
Tel: (210) 618-2378
Fax: (210) 668-0567

S-uppl y
NURSE KIT

• Professional Aneroid• Nylon Cuff has Artery Label and Gauge Holder. Imprinted Index
and Range Markings. Lifetime Calibration Warranty. 17 colors to choose from.
• Sprague Stethoscope• 22•inch Dual Tubing and 9 Piece Accessory Kit.
• Nylon Pocket Org_anizer Set• Includes Bandage Scissor, 3-Color Chart Pen and
99
Diagnostic Penlight

$S5

STUDENT SPECIAL

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO VALLEY-WIDE

Convenient delivery available to busines.se.s and medical offices in Edinburg
ma only with Ten dollar minimum Monday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

~~.

JAN UAR Y
SPEC IAL

YOU'LL LOVE 'EM . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

-

10¾ DISCOUNT
to all students,
staff and facultv.

Must preserlt
UTPAI.D.

~ ~'i]@0

of some kind, SP.anish rice, Ranchero
Beans, & 16 oz coke

ONLY

~ t;;) r-.(eYe'\
t2..) 8\,,1 V<..tl

HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY. OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.·SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
SERVICE CALL AHEAD. Coill:.:Cet LOCAL umMas ~ UHM

You can join an excitin& team where success is achieved by:

0

Y<0>m <0>wrm eff<0>lrts
Y<0>v <0>wrm ~<0>mi.mJllbrlmeimt
0 Y<0>m <0>wrm sltilllls
o y <O>l\ll.f <O> wrm lbl<0>w-s
The Service of the Century@

Littman Lightweight
99
Stethescope.....................................................$39

ee PATO

@®@@A MONTH

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Opportunities available
throughout the Rio Grande
Valley.

Call Barbara Avila, Tues & Thurs Only
Office (210) 686-2355 ext 231
(Brownsville) 546-2355 ext 231

ATTENTION HEALTH CAREER STUDENTS
The largest inventory of Uniforms & Accessories in South Texas.
STUDENTS Receive 10% Discount with this Ad or Valid Student I.D.
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CLOTHING
COME HELP US CELEBRATE OUR ANNIVERSARY
$2,000,000 FALL & WINTER INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE

FEBRUARY 1 -9
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~
~ MOSSIMO $--

~ and many more....ALL Discounted
All
Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

At
Least

25%
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MORE

While supplies last.
Selections may
vary at
store locations.

DOWNTOWN McALLEN
Eastside
213 Broadway
1001
E. Bus 83
McAllen, TX
McAllen
78501
(210) 668-8700
HRS: 10-6:30
HRS: 11-7
210) 618-1818
E><TEl'-ICJECJ H O U R S D U R I N G El.A.LE

Sunrise Mall
N. Expressway
Brownsville
HRS: 10-9
(210) 544-6500

